Abstract Gossip protocols are a fast and effective strategy for computing a wide class of aggregate functions involving coordination of large sets of nodes. The monotonic nature of gossip protocols, however, mean that they can typically only adjust their estimate in one direction unless restarted, which disrupts the values being returned. We propose to improve the dynamical performance of gossip by running multiple replicates of a gossip algorithm, overlapping in time. We find that this approach can significantly reduce the error of aggregate function estimates compared to both typical gossip implementations and tree-based estimation functions.
Introduction
Gossip protocols are a coordination approach based on estimating a collective state by repeated propagation and aggregation of state estimates between neighboring devices [5, 21] . They are widely used in the development of networked and distributed systems, as they can often provide a fast and effective means of enacting strategies for collective adaptation of large numbers of computing devices. This can be particularly important for emerging scenarios and the "internet of things," with the continued rapid increase in both the number of deployed mobile or embedded devices and the networking technologies for connecting them opportunistically. In theory, virtually any collective mechanism-sensing the environment, planning actions, information storage, physical actuation-can be realized by the resilient coordination of large sets of devices deployed in a given region of space [24] , and gossip can play an important role as a composable "building block" algorithm for effective programming of such environments [3, 22] .
Unlike many scenarios where gossip has been deployed and studied, however, in pervasive and embedded enviroments network connections are typically strongly affected by physical proximity and the effective network diameter may be quite large. Overlay networks, which are often used to ensure that gossip estimates can be rapidly adapted to new circumstances (e.g., [23, 11, 12, 13] ), are often no longer applicable in these circumstances, and we need to find alternate strategies that can enable gossip estimates to adapt rapidly and smoothly to changes in the values being aggregated. We address this challenge by defining a higher-order "time replication" coordination strategy that maintains a set of isolated replicas of a distributed process with staggered start times: applying this strategy to replicate gossip provides a significant improvement over prior approaches as well as an adjustable tradeoff between speed of adaptation and cost of replication.
Design, prototype implementation, and experiments, have been realized by exploiting the toolchain of aggregate programming [3] , an approach aimed at simplifying the sound engineering of collective adaptive systems by shifting the programming focus from single devices to whole aggregates. This allowed us to smoothly express a formalized version of the proposed approach in terms of the Protelis programing language [20] .
Following a brief review of gossip protocols in Section 2, we specify the proposed replication strategy in Section 3 and analyze the predicted performance of time-replicated gossip in Section 4. We then validate these predictions and compare performance against other methods for collective state estimation in Section 5, before summarizing contributions and future work in Section 6
Gossip Protocols
The term gossip protocol is used to cover a range of related algorithms and concepts [5, 21] . For purposes of this paper, we will formalize gossip with the following generic algorithm, executed periodically on every participating device in unsynchronized rounds: This algorithm begins with an input x δ,τ (the input x, potentially varying with device δ and time τ ) and a fixed merging function f that takes two values of the type of x and returns another of the same type. The function f must be idempotent, meaning that f (a, f (a, b)) = f (a, b), and commutative, meaning that f (a, b) = f (b, a), This means that any number of copies of various values of x δ,τ can be combined in any order and yet always be guaranteed to eventually produce the same output value v δ ,τ .
In particular, this algorithm realizes computation of v δ,τ by declaring v as a state variable (construct rep) initialized to x δ,τ . In every round τ , v δ,τ is then updated by using f to combine it with the current value of x δ,τ (which may have changed), and with the latest values of v δ ,τ that have been shared by the device's current set of neighbors in the network (construct nbr, which also implies reciprocally sharing this device's value of v δ,τ ).
For all functions f that are both idempotent and commutative, repeated execution of this gossip algorithm on any connected network with stable inputs (x δ,τ = x δ,τ ) leads to all devices converging to the same value within diameter rounds. This algorithm can be optimized in various ways by optimizing the implementation of rep, hood, and nbr (e.g., sharing and computing only on differences), but the essence remains the same.
Gossip is thus a valuable tool for fast, distributed computation of aggregate functions of a network, for any function that can be mapped onto an appropriate f : examples include minimum value, union of sets, and mean value (the last being somewhat more subtle: see [16, 21] ). By contrast, other approaches to computing a consensus aggregate value are either slow (e.g., Laplacian averaging [17, 9] ), fragile (e.g., various exact consensus algorithms [10, 15] , PLD-consensus [1] ), or both (e.g., Paxos [14, 6] ).
The idempotence property of gossip, however, also carries its own significant cost: it is asymmetric and information-destroying. Because a value can be merged in multiple times without affecting the value of the aggregate, it is not possible to know how many times this has actually taken place, and as such there is no inverse function that can be used to remove from the aggregate an input x δ,τ that is no longer valid. For example, with f = min(a, b) values can go down, but they cannot go up again. This means that removing obsolete values from the aggregate function can be difficult and costly. The two main strategies are: -Values of x δ,τ may be in some way time-stamped and/or identified with their source, such that they can be superseded by new information from the same source or discarded if they are not periodically refreshed. Some form of this approach is often used for gossip algorithms that build indexing or routing data structures, such as in peer-to-peer systems (e.g., [23, 11] ), but has the drawback that either most devices know only a fragment of v δ,τ or else that the size of v δ,τ and of the updates that need to be shared between neighbors may become very large, since each value of x δ,τ needs to be tracked individually. -The gossip algorithm can be periodically restarted, thus resetting v and effectively discarding all old values of x δ,τ . This has the advantage of being very lightweight but can have significant lags before changes in x δ,τ are acknowledged and large transients in v δ,τ during the restart. Furthermore, care must be taken to ensure that no values of v δ,τ from the old algorithm instance can ever be shared with the new algorithm instance, or else the benefit of restarting will be lost.
In this paper, we focus on the periodic restart strategy, improving its dynamics through a refinement in which multiple overlapping replicates of gossip are run in parallel.
Time-Replicated Gossip
The approach we are investigating for improving gossip performance is a simple generalization of the periodic restart strategy for removing obsolete information from gossip. Rather than maintaining only a single instance of a gossip algorithm, each device will maintain up to k replicates with staggered launch times ( Figure 1 ). At a period of once every p seconds, a new replicate is launched, and if the full complement of replicates is already running then the oldest replicate will be dropped. This approach provides a compromise solution, avoiding the severe drawbacks of either of the prior methods: the amount of state communicated or stored cannot grow large as there are only k replicates, and large transients in v can be avoided by keeping the current replicate running while new replicates are still stabilizing. We have implemented this strategy by means of a general time-replication algorithm, coded in Protelis [20] in order to take advantage of the mechanisms of its underlying computational model (the field calculus [8, 7] ) for succinct encapsulation and manipulation of distributed higher-order functions [3, 8] : X$ X$ X$ Figure 2 . Example of process replicates created by timeReplicated: here four replicates (purple boxes) are running on various subsets of a linear network of five devices (A-E) with k = 3, with communication between instances aligned by replicate number via alignedMap (purple arrows). Devices A and C have independently started replicate #6, and its instances are spreading new instances to other devices (greyed boxes), merging together as they go. Since k = 3, the arrival of replicate #6 also deletes replicate #3 and blocks its spread (red Xs).
In essence, this maintains two pieces of state: the first is a set of running process replicates, each identified by its replicate number, i.e., the first is replicate 1, the second replicate 2, etc. The second piece of state is the oldest allowed replicate number, which rises over time as new replicates are created and old ones are discarded. Every round, each device consults a "shared timer" function to determine whether it should locally launch a new replicate, and if the answer is yes (which happens somewhere in the network at least once every p seconds) then it appends the new replicate with its new, higher identifier, to the end of the current set of processes. This set of replicates are run across the network, using the alignedMap primitive to safely encapsulate each replicate, as well as to spread replicates to any other device where such replicates have not already been deemed too old and to merge replicates with other independently launched instances with the same replicate number ( Figure 2 ).
The sharedTimer function is implemented to coordinate with processes spreading via alignedMap as follows: 3 and the timer is reset since a local launch has been pre-empted by an external launch. If, on the other hand, the timer runs out, then this device will launch a new replicate, possibly in parallel with other devices elsewhere.
Thus, a set of distributed timed replicates can be executed without any requirement for synchronization, effectively being launched in either one or many places at the same time, with faster-running devices pulling slower-running devices along after them, i.e., new replicates will tend to be initiated by the device(s) with the fastest clocks. It does not matter where or how many devices launch replicates, since all independent launches with the same number will end up merging in the alignedMap.
Whenever the addition of new processes (either locally or by spreading from neighbors) results in there being more than k processes, the oldest are discarded to reduce the number back down to k, and the oldest allowed replicate number updated accordingly. This prevents "old" processes from spreading back into devices where they have already been discarded and ratches the overlapping set of replicates forward incrementally over time.
Ultimately, the replication function returns a tuple of the replicate numbers and values of all currently running replicates. The time-replication algorithm may thus simply be applied to instantiate time-replicated gossip as follows:
In other words, it replicates the distributed process gossip(f , x) with process default values taken from x, launch period p and number of replicates k.
In order to apply this approach to improving the dynamics of gossip algorithms, the following questions remain: what are the optimal values for p and k, and how should the values of v returned by each of the different replicates be combined in order to produce the best possible estimate of the true aggregate value v? In the next section, we will address these questions through analysis of the dynamics of gossip.
Analysis
The replication approach that we have proposed begins with the intuitive notion that we can avoid large transients and also bound algorithm state by keeping some replicates running while new replicates are started and come to stabilize. Now, let us analyze the process by which replicates launch and stabilize to new values in order to determine how many replicates to create, how frequently to launch new replicates, and how to best make use of the values across multiple replicates. For this analysis, let us consider an unchanging set of stationary devices, which thus form a fixed network graph of diameter d. Devices execute at the same rate but without any synchronization in phase, sending state updates of all of the values in nbr statements to one another once every t seconds. Given the simplicity of the algorithm, we will assume that there is no delay between the time when a device begins to execute a round and the time when its updated values arrive at its neighbors.
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If devices are perfectly out of synchrony with one another, then it may take up to 2t seconds for a message from one device to affect the state of its neighbors. With the right arrangement of states, it may thus take up to 2td seconds for gossip replicates to be launched on all devices in the network, with the replicate starting at a single device and spreading to each other device just as its own launch timer expires.
Likewise, the value of a gossip algorithm may have an unboundedly high error at any given device until there has been time enough for information to arrive at that device from every other device, another delay of 2td seconds. Consider, for example, gossiping f = max(a, b) when one device has an input of x = 1000 and all other devices have value x = 0: every device would stay at v = 0 until the information from the one x = 1000 device reached it, at which point it would instantly leap to v = 1000.
Thus, for the first 4td seconds after a new gossip replicate begins (i.e., the maximum round-trip time for information to propagate across the network), the value of v at any given device may have an unboundedly large "transient" error with respect to its converged value and should not be used.
This gives us a lower bound on when the value computed by a gossip replicate should be used; let us turn now to the opposite side, and consider when the information of a gossip replicate becomes redundant and can be discarded. Consider two sequential replicates of gossip, replicate i and replicate j, where j = i + 1. If x τ ,δ is the value of x at time τ and device δ , then for any given device δ at time τ , we can partition the set of all values of x τ ,δ into three subsets: -x IJ are those values used by both replicate i and replicate j. -x I are those values used by replicate i but not by replicate j, i.e., those that appeared before replicate j launched. Because the gossip function f is idempotent and commutative, we can thus reorganize the computation of the output values of the two replicates as:
abusing notation to consider f (X) as f applied in arbitrary order to combine all members of set X. By the idempotence and property of f , it must be the case that v τ ,δ,i = v τ ,δ,j unless there are values in x I that are not in x IJ . Thus, we have that, once replicate j is past its initial transient (i.e., every device has been affected by the value of every other device) the outputs of replicate i and replicate j must be identical, except in the case where the value of replicate i is being affected by input values of x τ ,δ from before the launch of replicate j at δ . Since ignoring such "obsolete" values is the entire point of replication, we thus see that as soon as a replicate has passed its initial transient, there is no reason to consider the output of any older replicate: the older replicate must be either identical or obsolete.
From these deductions, we now have answers to two of our questions about replication. First, only the output value v of the oldest replicate should be used. Second, replicates should be retained only until the next replicate has stabilized, at which point they are obsolete and may be discarded. More precisely, we may state this relationship in the form of an equation:
In other words, with one replicate providing the currect "safe" estimate for v and k − 1 later replicates maturing, with each replicate taking up to 4dt seconds to mature, replicated gossip can sustain a steady state in which one replicate matures every 4dt (k−1) seconds. What remains is the question of the size of k, or conversely of p. Unlike the other relations that we have considered, however, there is no optimal choice here, but rather a tradeoff between the speed with which obsolete information can be removed from a gossip and the number of replicates being maintained (with accompanying requirements for communication, computing, and memory resources). Thus, once a choice has been made for either k or p, the optimal value for the other parameter can be determined with the aid of any conservative estimate of the diameter of the network. Prioritizing the number of replicates, as diameter may often change dynamically over time, we can implement replicated gossip in Protelis as follows: 
k).get(0).get(1). }
In terms of managing the tradeoff between number of replicates and speed of adaptation, from Equation 3, we can see that the duration a replicate will persist (and thus potentially obsolete gossip inputs as well) will be k+1 k · 4dt. Thus, if the minimum of two replicates is used, then obsolete information can persist for up to 8dt seconds, while if the number of replicates is allowed to grow without bound, the minimum time for obsolete information to persist is 4dt. In between, a small handful of replicates is likely all that is necessary to get to a point where the diminishing returns on adaptation speed are not worth the additional cost in communication.
In practice, the better the estimate of diameter, the closer to optimal the tradeoff between adaptation speed and size can be made. Likewise, improvements in synchronization guarantees between devices may reduce the conservative 4dt closer toward the theoretical minimum of dt.
Experimental Validation of Performance
We now validate the performance of time-replicated gossip in simulation, comparing the performance for three representative gossip functions against several prior methods. All experiments have been performed using the Alchemist simulator [19] and Protelis algorithm implementations. 
Experimental Setup
For our experiments, we compare the computation of three gossip functions, chosen as representative typical applications of gossip: The three gossip functions are minimum (f = min(a, b)), logical AND (f = and(a, b)), and estimated mean (using the method presented in [16] 7 ). We compared the execution of time-replicated gossip (defaulting to k = 5) on these gossip functions with four representative prior methods for estimating aggregate functions, two gossip and two non-gossip:
1. Gossip: the baseline algorithm, as defined in Section 2, and never restarted. 2. R-Gossip: gossip restarted periodically, as discussed in Section 2, implemented by time-replicated gossip with k = 1. 3. C+G: estimate is computed over a spanning tree, then broadcast from the root; the name is taken from the particular implementation we use, which combines the C and G "aggregate building blocks" from [4] . 4. Laplacian-based consensus (mean only): incrementally estimates mean x δ,τ by in each round adding to the current estimate α times the difference with the neighbor's estimates and the current x δ,τ (using α = 0.04, which is expected to be fast yet stable per [17] ).
All algorithms are executed in parallel on a simulated network of n devices distributed within a circular arena, each device uniquely identified by numbers 0 to n − 1. Devices execute unsynchronized, with random phase but at the same rate t = 1. Devices communicate with all other devices within 1 unit distance, and the radius of the arena is chosen as n m , such that every device will have an expected m neighbors. In particular, we use m = 15 neighbors, a value that ensures the network is mostly well-connected and that d = 2 n m is a reasonable estimate of its diameter. Initial positions are selected uniformly randomly, and thereafter devices move randomly within the circular arena following a speed s reactive Lévy walk [2] . Except where otherwise noted, simulations use n = 100, giving an estimated diameter of just over 5 hops and s = 0.05, meaning that a device is expected to move a length equal to the diameter of the arena in a little over 100 rounds, and for each condition use 40 simulation runs of 300 rounds each.
Our experiments challenge adaptation dynamics by using a set of input values x δ,τ that are spatially correlated and have two large discontinuous changes across both space and time. For the mean and minimum functions x δ,τ is defined as: For logical AND, all devices have x δ,τ = true except that device 0 is false for the first 100 rounds and device 1 is false for the final 100 rounds.
Convergence Dynamics
First, we examine a single simulation run in order to compare in detail the dynamics by which time-replicated gossip converges to a correct value against the convergence dynamics of the alternative algorithms. Figure 5 shows the evolution of mean value and mean root mean squared error (RMSE) across all devices for each function. As predicted, time-replicated gossip is safe from any unexpected transients, tracking to the correct value after a short delay. When the new value follows the monotonic direction of the function this is very fast (as in the second transition for minimum and logical AND); otherwise is must wait the full pk delay for all affected replicates to be discarded. Non-restarted gossip, by contrast, can never discard old information, and thus cannot adapt during the 100-200 time interval, while non-replicated restarting gossip adapts quickly but experiences periodic sharp error transients at every restart. Laplacian consensus exhibits a smooth but very slow convergence, since values are not homogeneously distributed [9] , and error never reaches zero, indicating that the apparently good mean value actually represents not correct values but balanced distribution of overestimates and underestimates. Finally, C+G continuously tries to converge to the correct value, but its tree structure continually gets disrupted by changes in the network structure, and therefore it shows a strong and variable error throughout the whole experiment.
Effect of varying of k and p
Our analysis in Section 4 identified an optimal conservative relationship between number of replicates k and replicate period p given a particular network diameter d. In practice, however, network diameter may frequently change and can be costly or difficult to estimate precisely, so it is important that estimation not be badly effected by the use of suboptimal parameters. As the analysis was quite conservative, we should expect that as the duration covered by replicates is reduced (e.g., by reducing either k or p while holding the other fixed), error should gradually decrease as the delay to adapt is reduced. At some point, however, the transients of new replicates will not have had time to resolve and error will increase. Complementarily, increasing the duration covered by replicates will not expose transients but will increase error incrementally as the delay to adapt increases. Figure 6 shows the results of testing these hypotheses against k varying from 1 to 20 and p varying geometrically from 1 to 100. As predicted our analysis is shown to be quite conservative: error in fact decreases with decreasing k and p until the very smallest values. Likewise, it increases smoothly with increasing k or p until it is so high that it saturates the experimental conditions and in some cases actually begins to decrease due to aliasing. As such, it appears that in practice the values for p can indeed be set significantly more aggressively than the bound computed in Section 4.
Paradoxically, restarting gossip actually improves its performance as p increases, but due to the fact that less frequent restarts mean that its values are less often disrupted by transients. Thus, when the values of k and p are far from optimal, the mean error of replicated gossip is worse than restarting gossip and occasional transients may actually be less disruptive than overly long delays waiting for adaptation, depending on application.
Resilience to network size and volatility
Finally, we tested how well time-replicated gossip scales to larger networks and adapts to differences in network volatility by changing the number of devices n and speed s. For each parameter, we evaluated a geometric distribution of nine values across two orders of magnitude, ranging n from 10 to 1000 and s from 0.05 to 0.5, respectively. Results are shown in Figure 7 .
Since increasing the number of devices increases the diameter in our experiments, the time-replicated gossip should degrade incrementally due to the increased time before old replicates can be safely discarded, and indeed this is what is observed. In larger networks, therefore, the mean advantage of timereplicated gossip over other approaches decreases, and in fact in the conditions we evaluate it is slightly outperformed by the faster but more volatile methods for estimated mean. In some circumstances, however, delay may still be preferable to unpredictable transients.
Higher speed of devices is expected to affect the network by decreasing its effective diameter but increasing the frequency of topology changes. Neither of these should affect time-replicated gossip, given its conservative diameter estimate, and indeed speed appears to have no significant effect on its performance. Single-replicate restarted gossip and Laplacian averaging, on the other hand, benefit greatly from a reduced effective diameter that decreases the transients they suffer, while C+G performs worse as the amount of topological disruption increases.
Contributions and future work
In this paper, we have introduced a time-replication method that significantly improves the dynamical performance of gossip-based distributed state estimation. Analysis bounds the time to maintain replicates by the round-trip time of information across the network and identifies an adjustable tradeoff between improved performance and number of replicates, and these conclusions are validated by experiments in simulation. Future work can further improve performance by enabling tighter selfadjustment of parameters. In particular, a network diameter estimation algorithm, improved synchronization, and monitoring of transient length can all be employed to decrease the required replication interval, thereby allowing faster adaptation. Second, time-replicated gossip can be applied to any number of systems in which gossip is being used, in order to improve their performance. Finally, the generic nature of the time-replication algorithm we have introduced makes it a candidate for future studies to evaluate if and how time-replication can be used to improve other classes of distributed algorithms.
